FALL 2021 PRODUCT CAPTIONS
The Baker Originals Collection
The new Baker Originals upholstery addition captures flawless silhouettes designed and crafted
around comfort for a range of styles. Baker’s traditional tailoring with dressmaker and channel tufted
detailing are reinvented on uncomplicated modernist forms. This versatile offering is composed of
instant classics that pair effortlessly in any interior.

BAA3500C, Amoura Occasional Chair
The Amoura Occasional Chair offers the ultimate in style and comfort,
pairing sculptural vertical channel quilting with a loose cushion.
W 35” D 38” H 36”

BAA3500S, Amoura Sofa
With sculptural vertical channel quilting, a loose cushion and knife-edge
pillows, the Amoura Sofa provides the ultimate in style and comfort.
W 91” D 40” H 36”

BAA3500S-BTI, Amoura Sofa By-The-Inch
With sculptural vertical channel quilting, a loose cushion and knife-edge
pillows, the Amoura Sofa provides the ultimate in style and comfort.

BAA3501C, Volute Swivel Chair
The Volute Swivel Chair is a modern reimagining of traditional opera
house gallery seating. The back of the chair is finely crafted in oak to
mimic the unpredictable and undulating edges of seaside cliffs.
W 30.5” D 30.5” H 30.5”

BAA3502C, Opera Swivel Chair
The Opera Swivel Chair is inspired by the simple refinement of
traditional opera house gallery seating. Its cylindrical shape features a
tight back and a loose, comfortable seat cushion.
W 30.5” D 30.5” H 30.5”

BAA3502S, Opera Sofa
The Opera Sofa has a symmetrical design and a sense of simple
refinement, like traditional opera house gallery seating. It features a
tight back and a loose, comfortable bench cushion.
W 89” D 36” H 30.5”

BAA3504C, Province Chair
Capturing the casual elegance of provincial styling, the Province
Chair graces your room with a low-profile, generous scale and a fully
upholstered dressmaker skirt.
W 40” D 33.5” H 28”

BAA3504L, Province Loveseat
Capturing the casual elegance of provincial styling, the Province
Loveseat graces your room with a low-profile, generous scale and a fully
upholstered dressmaker skirt.
W 72” D 33.5” H 28”

BAA3504S, Province Sofa
Capturing the casual elegance of provincial styling, the Province
Sofa graces your room with a low-profile, generous scale and a fully
upholstered dressmaker skirt.
W 100” D 33.5” H 28”

BAA3504S-BTI, Province Sofa By-The-Inch
Capturing the casual elegance of provincial styling, the Province
Sofa graces your room with a low-profile, generous scale and a fully
upholstered dressmaker skirt.

BAA3505C, Madame Occasional Chair
The Madame Occasional Chair is a flowing, feminine piece. This
occasional swivel chair is defined by its sloping backrest and its
dressmaker pleated box skirting.
W 27” D 33.5” H 36.5”

BAA3507C, Royce Wing Chair
The Royce Wing Chair is comfortable and versatile, perfectly at home in
a living room, bedroom or anywhere you choose. It features a generous
seat and fully upholstered track arm and feet.
W 33.5” D 37.25” H 47.25”

BAA3508C, Marcus Lounge Chair
Pure, poised and masculine, the Marcus Lounge Chair is inspired by the
reign of Roman general and emperor Marcus Aurelius. Its wraparound
bronze frame supports a tight seat and back.
W 29.75” D 34” H 33.25”

BAA3509C, Madeline Slipper Chair
Minimalism is the order of the day with the Madeline Slipper Chair. This
classic slipper chair is offered with and without bullion fringe detailing.
Also available with a swivel base.
W 28.5” D 35.25” H 33.75”

BAA3510C, Palace Slipper Chair
Seductive and swooping with a feminine flair, the Palace Slipper Chair is
inspired by the allure and attraction of Empress Josephine—a model of
elegance and regal bearing, reinterpreted for today’s aesthetic.

W 25” D 28” H 28.75”

BAA3511B, Aemilius Bench
With a base inspired by the unpredictable, undulating edges of seaside cliffs,
the Aemilius Bench feels both organic and refined. It has a tightly upholstered
top for a modernist look.

W 60” D 18” H 18.5”

BAA3512O, Amelilius Pouf
The Aemilius Pouf feels both organic and refined, with a base inspired
by the unpredictable, undulating edges of seaside cliffs. It has a tightly
upholstered top for a modernist look.
W 18” D 18” H 18”

BAA3514O, Mia Hassock
The Mia Hassock captures the casual, unhurried elegance of provincial
styling. This curved, octagonal hassock is a focal piece with a flowing
dressmaker skirt.
W 36.5” D 36.5” H 17”

BAA3515O, Mariah Hassock
The Mariah Hassock captures the casual, unhurried elegance of
provincial styling. This curved, octagonal hassock is a focal piece.
W 36.5” D 36.5” H 17”

